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Abstract
ALK rearranged renal cell carcinoma (ALK-RCC) has recently been included in 2016 WHO classification as a provisional
entity. In this study, we describe 12 ALK-RCCs from 8 institutions, with detailed clinical, pathological,
immunohistochemical (IHC), fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), and next generation sequencing (NGS) analyses.
Patients’ age ranged from 25 to 68 years (mean, 46.3 years). Seven patients were females and five were males (M:F= 1:1.4).
Tumor size ranged from 17 to 70 mm (mean 31.5, median 25 mm). The pTNM stage included: pT1a (n= 7), pT1b (n= 1),
and pT3a (n= 4). Follow-up was available for 9/12 patients (range: 2 to 153 months; mean 37.6 months); 8 patients were
alive without disease and one was alive with distant metastases. The tumors demonstrated heterogeneous, ‘difficult to
classify’ morphology in 10/12 cases, typically showing diverse architectural and cellular morphologies, including papillary,
tubular, tubulocystic, solid, sarcomatoid (spindle cell), rhabdoid, signet-ring cell, and intracytoplasmic vacuoles, often set in
a mucinous background. Of the remaining two tumors, one showed morphology resembling mucinous tubular and spindle
cell renal cell carcinoma (MTSC RCC-like) and one was indistinguishable from metanephric adenoma. One additional case
also showed a focal metanephric adenoma-like area, in an otherwise heterogeneous tumor. By IHC, all tumors were diffusely
positive for ALK and PAX8. In both cases with metanephric adenoma-like features, WT1 and ALK were coexpressed. ALK
rearrangement was identified in 9/11 tumors by FISH. ALK fusion partners were identified by NGS in all 12 cases, including
the previously reported: STRN (n= 3), TPM3 (n= 3), EML4 (n= 2), and PLEKHA7 (n= 1), and also three novel fusion
partners: CLIP1 (n= 1), KIF5B (n= 1), and KIAA1217 (n= 1). ALK-RCC represents a genetically distinct entity showing a
heterogeneous histomorphology, expanded herein to include unreported metanephric adenoma-like and MTSC RCC-like
variants. We advocate a routine ALK IHC screening for “unclassifiable RCCs” with heterogeneous features.

Introduction

Anaplastic lymphoma kinase rearrangement-associated
renal cell carcinoma (ALK-RCC) is a novel renal entity
that is currently considered an “emerging/provisional” type
of renal cell carcinoma in the 2016 World Health

Organization (WHO) classification [1]. However, ALK gene
rearrangements with various partner genes (via transloca-
tion), resulting in ALK fusion proteins, as well as ALK point
mutations, have been documented in many diverse, non-
renal tumors that range from rare entities to more frequently
encountered tumors [2, 3]. These tumors include: anaplastic
large cell lymphoma, inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor,
non-small-cell lung carcinoma, diffuse large B-cell lym-
phoma, breast carcinoma, colon carcinoma, serous ovarian
carcinoma, squamous esophageal carcinoma, neuro-
blastoma, anaplastic thyroid carcinoma, and epithelioid
inflammatory myofibroblastic sarcoma [2–4]. ALK is loca-
ted at 2p23 and represents a member of the receptor tyrosine
kinase family and insulin receptor superfamily [5]. The
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expression pattern of various ALK fusion/chimeric proteins,
ensuing from ALK rearrangement with a corresponding
partner gene, is primarily driven by the specific fusion
partners, resulting in protein products with variable onco-
genic potential [3]. Based on the fusion type, the ALK
immunohistochemistry (IHC) may show cytoplasmic,
cytoplasmic-nuclear, perinuclear-cytoplasmic, or nuclear
membrane staining pattern [2–4].

Since the initial description in 2011, to our knowledge, a
total of 27 ALK-RCC have been documented in the

literature, mostly in case reports and small series; [6–23] the
accumulated evidence has also been summarized in some
recent reviews [24, 25]. The key features of all previously
reported ALK-RCC cases are shown in Table 1. The cases
were listed only if sufficient data were reported to establish
a definitive diagnosis of ALK-RCC. We did not include
several additional examples due to lack of pathology data
and/or definitive clinical characterization [23, 26, 27]. ALK-
RCC has also attracted clinical interest owing to the avail-
ability of the first and second line targeted therapies, such as

Table 1 Previously published cases of ALK-RCC.

Author name Fusion
partner

Gender Age (y) SCT Size (cm) TNM stage F/U (months),
outcome
(treatment)

1 Marino-
Enriquez et al.

VCL M 6 Y 4.6 T1bN0 21, ANED

2 Debelenko et al. VCL M 16 Y 6.5 T3aN1 9, ANED

3 Smith et al. VCL M 6 Y 3 T1aN0 19, ANED

4 Sugawara et al. TPM3 F 36 N 4 T1aN0 24, ANED

5 Cajaiba et al. TPM3 M 16 N 4.5 T3aNX NA

6 Cajaiba et al. TPM3 F 16 N 7 T3aN1 NA

7 Cajaiba et al. TPM3 M 14 N 3.7 T1aN1 NA

8 Thorner et al. TPM3 F 12 N 6 T3aN1 24, AWRD,
AWMD (on
ALK inhibitor)

9 Yu et al. TPM3 M 49 N 6.4 T1bN0 24, ANED

10 Bodokh et al. TPM3 F 55 N 3.1 T1aN0 8, ANED

11 Sugawara et al. EML4 F 53 N 2.5 T1aN0 24, ANED

12 Yu et al. EML4 F 52 N 3.1 T1aN0 8, ANED

13 Kusano et al. STRN F 33 N NA T2aN1 324, AWMD

14 Kusano et al. STRN M 38 N 4.5 T1bN1M1 3, AWMD

15 Cajaiba et al. HOOK1 M 16 N 5.5 T1bNX NA

16 Sukov et al. NA M 61 N 5 T1bNX 48, DOD

17 Sukov et al. NA M 59 N 5.5 T1bNX 16, DOD

18 Lee et al. NA M 44 N 3 T1aN0 144, ANED

19 Jeanneau et al. NA F 40 N 4.5 T1bN0 15, ANED

20 Oyama et al. NA F 19 N 7 T1bNX 16, ANED

21 Ryan et al. NA
(Copy gain)

M 36 N 6.5 T1bN0 12, ANED

22 Yang et al. TPM3 M 58 N 2 T1aN0 16, ANED

23 Wang et al. VCL F 57 N 5.5 T1bNX 20, DOD

24 Pal et al. EML4 M 66 N n/a NA 42, AWMD (on
ALK inhibitor)

25 Pal et al. EML4 F 30 N n/a NA 4, AWMD (on
ALK inhibitor)

26 Pal et al. EML4 F 85 N n/a NA 4, AWMD (on
ALK inhibitor)

27 Tao et al. VCL M 22 Y 14 T3aN1 31, AWMD (on
ALK inhibitor)

SCT sickle cell trait, F/U Follow up, NA not available, ANED alive with no evidence of disease, AWMD alive with metastatic disease, AWRD alive
with residual disease, DOD dead of disease.

Published reports without pathology and/or definitive clinical characterization of the tumor are not included in the table.
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ALK inhibitors crizotinib, alectinib, and entrectinib, with
demonstrated clinical effects in various other cancers with
ALK rearrangement. [3, 26].

It is evident from previous reports that ALK-RCC
exhibited a marked histo-morphologic diversity, which may
pose significant diagnostic challenges in establishing ALK-
RCC as a distinct morphotype. However, an underlying
common feature in all reported ALK-RCCs invariably
included ALK rearrangement, documented either by IHC or
by fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH). Given the
limited number of ALK-RCC cases that have been studied
to date, we undertook a multi-institutional collaborative
study, assembling a cohort of 12 ALK-RCC cases. Despite
the limited number of cases, this represents the largest
ALK-RCC study to date. Our aim was to further char-
acterize this entity, from a clinicopathologic, IHC, and
molecular/genetic aspect, which will hopefully contribute
toward its formal recognition and inclusion in the future
renal cell carcinoma classifications. In this study, we further
delineated and expanded the morphological spectrum of
these rare tumors, and we identified three novels, previously
unreported fusion partner genes CLIP1, KIF5B, and
KIAA1217.

Materials and methods

Case identification

This is a retrospective study of the clinical, histopathologic,
immunohistochemical, and molecular features of ALK-
RCC. The cases were retrieved from the archives and the
consultation files of eight institutions: University of Cal-
gary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada; University of Washington,
Seattle, USA; Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-
Nuremberg, University Hospital of Erlangen, Germany;
Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH, USA; University Hospi-
tal, Charles University, Pilsen, Czech Republic; Himeji Red
Cross Hospital, Kochi, Japan; Cochin Hospital, University
of Paris, France; and Taipei Veterans General Hospital,
Taipei, Taiwan. The cases were identified by experienced
urologic pathologists, who typically see large volumes of
renal tumors in their tertiary and quaternary institutions;
some of these institutions also serve as regional or national
reference centers for renal and genitourinary malignancies.
Of note, at the time of the study preparation all cases were
unpublished; however, at the time of the submission, one
case (#12) has been accepted for publication separately, as a
more detailed case report [28].

The diagnosis of ALK-RCC was either initially estab-
lished or suspected, based on: (a) testing for ALK IHC and/
or FISH in suspected cases; (b) similarities with morpho-
logic features of ALK-RCC described in previous reports;

(c) sharing representative images of several index cases
among the contributors; and (d) targeted searches and
additional work-up of cases signed out as “unclassified
RCC with mucinous features or background”. In toto, 10
ALK-RCC cases were identified using these approaches.

Case identification by TMA screening

In an effort to identify additional ALK-RCC cases, we also
employed tissue microarray (TMA) IHC screening. We
screened 38 TMA blocks with 16 types of renal tumors,
containing a total of 456 cases (details provided in Sup-
plemental Table 1). IHC was performed on 2 µm thick
sections using Ventana Benchmark Ultra autostainer
(Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson, AZ). Primary antibody
ALK1 (ALK01, monoclonal, Ventana, ready-to-use) was
used as for screening. Using this approach, two additional
ALK-RCC cases were identified based on ALK immunor-
eactivity. One tumor was initially diagnosed on morphology
and IHC as “mucinous tubular and spindle cell RCC”
(MTSC-RCC) and one additional tumor demonstrated fea-
tures undistinguishable from “metanephric adenoma”.
These two cases were subsequently confirmed to be truly
ALK positive by repeating the IHC on whole sections from
representative tissue blocks. Both cases were also subse-
quently confirmed to harbor ALK rearrangements by
molecular genetic analysis, with identification of specific
partner genes. Prompted by these cases, to further investi-
gate for possible ALK expression in tumors with these types
of morphologies, we additionally evaluated 202 MTSC-
RCC and 49 MA, using whole sections from representative
tissue blocks, and anti-ALK antibody IHC. The cases for
additional screening were retrieved from the renal tumor
database at the University Hospital, Charles University,
Pilsen, Czech Republic. However, no additional cases
demonstrated ALK immunoreactivity in these targeted
cohorts.

In sum, a total of 12 ALK-RCC were included in the
study. The demographic and clinical data for all cases were
retrieved from the medical records of the participating
institutions. The study was approved by the Ethics Com-
mittee of Kochi Red Cross Hospital (no. 144) and by the
local institutional ethics committees, as indicated.

Histologic assessment and immunohistochemistry

A 2–3 µm routine sections were cut from formalin-fixed
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue blocks and were stained
with hematoxylin and eosin. For IHC, the sections were
stained using Ventana Benchmark Ultra autostainer (Ven-
tana Medical Systems, Tucson, AZ). Primary antibody
against ALK (monoclonal, 5H4, Nichirei, Tokyo, Japan;
prediluted), and ALK1 (monoclonal, Ventana Medical
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Systems, RTU) were used. In addition, we used a core panel
that included the following antibodies: cytokeratin 7 (OV-
TL12/30, monoclonal, DakoCytomation, 1:200), cytoker-
atin 20 (M7019, monoclonal, DakoCytomation, 1:100),
TTF-1 (SPT24, monoclonal, Novocastra, Newcastle, UK,
1:400), PAX-8 (polyclonal, Cell Marque, Rocklin, CA, 1:
25), TFE3 (polyclonal, Abcam, Cambridge, UK, 1:100),
INI-1 (MRQ-27 monoclonal, Ventana, RTU), and GATA 3
(monoclonal, L50-823, Biocare Medical, Pacheco, CA,
1:100). The primary antibodies were visualized using the
supersensitive streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase complex
(BioGenex), using appropriate positive controls. Of note,
additional IHC evaluation was performed in some cases,
particularly during the initial case work-up (details are
provided in the results and discussion sections).

Fluorescence in situ hybridization and next
generation sequencing

FISH for ALK gene rearrangement was performed using a
Vysis LSI ALK Dual Color, Break Apart Rearrangement
Probe (Abbott Molecular). We typically evaluated 200 cells,
and the cut-off value for positivity was considered to be
>15% of the neoplastic cells demonstrating ALK gene split
signal. Pretreatment using VP-2000 Processor (Abbott
Molecular, Tokyo, Japan) was performed according to the
manufacturer’s protocol and hybridization was carried out
using the ThermoBrite (Abbott Molecular, Tokyo, Japan).

RNA-sequencing utilizing next generation sequencing
(NGS) platform was performed in the Bioptical Laboratory,
Pilsen, Czech Republic. The CTL Comprehensive Tumor
and Lung FusionPlex Kit (ArcherDX Inc., Boulder, CO)
containing 203 targets in 36 genes was used for detection of
possible ALK rearrangements. Depending on the sample
size, up to three FFPE sections (10 µm thick) were macro-
dissected and total nucleic acid (NA) was extracted using
the Agencourt FormaPure Kit (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA)
with modifications recommended by ArcherDX (ArcherDX
Inc., Boulder, CO). Total NA was quantified using the
Qubit Broad Range RNA Assay Kit (ThermoFisher Scien-
tific, Waltham, MA, USA) and input for each sample’s
library preparation was set to 250 ng. Library preparation
was performed following the Archer’s Fusion Plex Protocol
for Illumina (ArcherDX Inc.). The PreSeq RNA QC Assay
using iTaq Universal SYBR Green Supermix (Biorad,
Hercules, CA) was performed to assess sample quality.
Samples with the cycle threshold value smaller than 30
continued with target enrichment. Final libraries were
quantified following the Library Quantification for Illumina
Libraries protocol (KAPA, Wilmington, MA) assuming a
200 bp fragment length. Samples were multiplexed and
spiked with 20% PhiX control and sequenced on a NextSeq
500 (Illumina, San Diego, CA) to achieve at least 1.5

million reads per sample. The resulting FASTQ files were
analyzed using the Archer Analysis software (version 5.1.7;
ArcherDX Inc.). Fusion parameters were set to a minimum
of five valid fusion reads with a minimum of three unique
start sites within the valid fusion reads.

Anchored Multiplex PCR/NGS was also performed to
identify the partner gene for one case (#1) in the Clinical
Cytogenomics Laboratory of University of Washington
using a custom 115-gene FusionPlex solid tumor panel
(ArcherDX, Boulder, CO), as described previously [29].
Total nucleic acid (TNA) extracted from unstained sections
from the FFPE patient sample was used for the assay.

Case #5 was also examined for fusion using the TruSight
RNA Fusion panel (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA),
as previously described [30].

Cases #2, #3, and #4 were additionally evaluated by the
Variant Plex Solid Tumor kit (Archer DX, Boulder, CO,
USA) for copy number variations (CNV) and for mutational
analysis of a 67 gene panel (including ABL1, AKT1, ALK,
APC, ATM, AURKA, BRAF, CCNE1, CDH1, CDK4,
CDKN2A, CSF1R, CTNNB1, DDR2, EGFR, ERBB2,
ERBB3, ERBB4, ESR1, EZH2, FBXW7, FGFR1, FGFR2,
FGFR3, FLT3, FOXL2, GNA11, GNAQ, GNAS, H3F3A,
HNF1A, HRAS, IDH1, IDH2, JAK2, JAK3, KDR, KIT,
KRAS, MAP2K1, MET, MLH1, MPL, NOTCH1, NPM1,
NRAS, PDGFRA, PIK3CA, PIK3R1, PTEN, PTPN11, RB1,
RET, RHOA, ROS1, SMAD4, SMARCB1, SMO, SRC,
STK11, TERT, TP53, VHL). The library was constructed
using the manufacturer’s protocol. Successfully prepared
libraries were sequenced on Nextseq 500 (Illumina, San
Diego, CA, USA) with at least 2.5 million reads per sample.
Data were analysed in proprietary software Archer Analysis
version 5.1.7. Analytical sensitivity was set up to 5% of the
mutated alleles.

Results

Clinical features and follow-up

The clinical and demographic features of the 12 patients are
summarized in Table 2. All patients had single tumors, and
no association was found with any known clinical syn-
dromes or other nonrenal tumors harboring ALK rearran-
gements. The age of patients ranged from 25 to 68 years,
with a mean age of 46.3 years (median 45.5 years). Seven
patients were females and five were males (M:F= 1:1.4).
Tumor size (largest dimension) ranged from 17 to 70 mm
(mean 31.5, median 25 mm). The pTNM stage included:
pT1a (n= 7), pT1b (n= 1), and pT3a (n= 4) (AJCC/
UACC 8th Edition, 2017) [31]. Follow-up data ranging
from 2 to 153 months (mean 37.6, median 20 months) were
available for nine patients (follow-up information was not
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available for three patients). Of the nine patients with
clinical follow-up, eight were alive with no evidence of
disease and one patient was alive with metastatic disease to
cervical and mediastinal lymph nodes, and brain. None of
the patients died of disease during the available follow-up.

Pathology—gross and microscopic features

The tumors were located mostly in the renal cortex (8/9).
One tumor (#1) involved both the cortex and the medulla
and one other tumor (#8) was located only in the medulla.
In 2/8 cortical cases, an involvement of the renal sinus was
also found, and one case (#7) showed extension into the
pelvicalyceal system (all stage pT3a). 11/12 tumors
appeared circumscribed and one tumor (#5) showed poorly
defined borders with microscopic infiltration into the adja-
cent renal parenchyma. Some cases showed either a com-
plete or incomplete fibrous pseudocapsule at the periphery,
which varied in thickness. The cut surface color was var-
iegated in some cases, but in some it was more

homogeneous gray/white, white, or tan (Fig. 1). Cystic
changes were present in 3/12 ALK-RCC cases. Necrosis
was documented grossly in 3/12 cases, and hemorrhage was
noted in 2/12 tumors. The macroscopic and gross findings
are summarized in Supplementary Table 2.

The microscopic findings are summarized in Table 3.
One of the key observations was that the morphology was
highly variable and heterogeneous, not only between the
cases, but also within individual cases, as shown in Table 3
and illustrated in Figs. 2–4 (and Suppl. Fig. 1). The majority
of cases showed mixed architectural patterns, including
papillary, tubular, trabecular, tubulocystic, and solid. The
cells showed eosinophilic cytoplasm, typically without
areas of cytoplasmic clearing (“clear cell” areas). In 9/12
cases, at least focal mucinous deposition was found in the
background; in some cases the mucinous deposition was
easily recognizable at low-power (Suppl. Fig. 1a). In 6/12
cases, there were also cells showing rhabdoid morphology
(Figs. 2e and 3d). Prominent intracytoplasmic vacuoles
were found in 4/12 tumors, and signet ring-cell morphology

Table 2 Demographic and clinicopathologic data on patients with ALK-RCC.

Case No. Age
(years)

Gender Size (mm) Stage Follow-
up (mo)

Outcome Treatment

1 33 F 25 pT1a 40 ANED RN

2 51 F 41 pT1b NA NA RN

3 25 F 20 pT1a 153 ANED PN

4 48 F 26 pT1a 20 ANED PN

5 54 M 22 pT1a NA NA PN

6 56 M 25 pT3a 66 AWD (cervical,
mediastinal, brain MS)

RN

7 42 M 49 pT3a NA NA RN

8 58 F 70 pT3a 2 ANED RN

9 43 M 38 pT3a 12 ANED RN

10 40 F 17 pT1a 8 ANED PN

11 38 M 20 pT1a 23 ANED PN

12 68 F 25 pT1a 14 ANED PN

F female, M male, NA not available, ANED alive no evidence of disease, AWD alive with disease, MS metastases, RN radical nephrectomy, PN
partial nephrectomy (nephron sparing surgery).

Fig. 1 Gross appearances of
ALK-RCC. a Some cases
demonstrated a variegated cut
surface with hemorrhage and
necrosis (case #9). b In some
cases, a homogeneous gray/
white, or tan cut surface was
found (case #10).
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was documented in 5/12 cases (Suppl. Fig. 1d). Focal sar-
comatoid (spindle cell) differentiation was present in 2/12
cases (illustrated in Fig. 2d).

Other unusual and previously unreported morphologies
were also found in several ALK-RCCs. In one case (#3), the
morphology and the IHC features were indistinguishable
from metanephric adenoma, as illustrated in Fig. 5. One
other case (#4), in addition to the marked morphologic
heterogeneity that is illustrated in Fig. 6, also showed a
focal metanephric adenoma-like area (5 mm in size) that
was separated from the remaining tumor by sclerosis that
contained numerous psammoma bodies, as shown in Fig. 7.
One other case (#12) demonstrated tubulopapillary growth,
with relatively small basophilic cells, vaguely resembling
metanephric adenoma or papillary RCC (for details, see
Hang et al. [28]). Another case (#2) demonstrated virtually
identical morphology and IHC profile to a typical MTSC-
RCC, as illustrated in Fig. 8.

Immunohistochemistry

IHC results are summarized in Table 4. ALK protein was
diffusely expressed in all tumors. All tumors also showed
uniform reactivity for PAX8 and 9/11 cases were positive
for CK7. Other positive stains included INI1 (10/11) and
vimentin (9/10). TTF1 reactivity was documented in 3/11
cases (all without thyroglobulin expression; not shown in

Table 4). TFE3 was weakly positive in only 1/10 cases, but
TFE3 rearrangement by FISH was not identified in this
tumor (#11). SDHB and FH were retained (both 4/4) and
CD117 was uniformly negative (4/4) (not shown in Table 4).

The ALK-RCC case morphologically resembling
MTSC-RCC (#2) showed immunoreactivity compatible
with MTSC-RCC (positive stains for PAX8, CK7, CD10,
AMACR, and vimentin).

Two ALK-RCC cases demonstrated morphology
resembling metanephric adenoma, one with exclusive
morphology (#3) and one with focal areas (#4). The IHC
evaluation of the case with an exclusive morphology (#3)
showed a typical IHC profile for metanephric adenoma
(WT1 positive, CD57 positive, CK7 focally positive,
vimentin negative), along with a strong coexpression for
ALK1 in the neoplastic cells (Fig. 5; IHC results not shown
in Table 4). In the case with a focal metanephric adenoma-
like area (#4), WT1 was positive in the metanephric ade-
noma part of the tumor, but was completely negative in the
other parts; ALK1 was coexpressed in both areas with and
without metanephric adenoma morphology (Fig. 7).

Molecular genetic evaluation

Genetic results are summarized in Table 5. FISH showed
significant split signals of ALK gene in 9/11 examined
tumors. One of 11 tumors was negative by FISH (#7), and

Table 3 Microscopic findings in ALK-RCC.

Case No. Necrosis Cytoplasmic
vacuoles

Rhabdoid
morphology

Sarcomatoid
(spindle) cells

Signet-
ring cells

MA
morphology

Psammoma bodies Mucin
(background)

Original
Diagnosis

1 − + + + + − + + uRCC

2 − − − − − − − + MTSC-
RCC

3 − − − − − 100% − − MA

4 + − + − + 5% + + ALK-
RCC

5 + − + + + − − + uRCC

6 − + − − − − − + uRCC

7 + − + − + − + + ALK-
RCC

8 − − + − − − − + uRCC

9 + + + − − − + + ALK-
RCC

10 − − − − − − + − ALK-
RCC

11 − + − − + − − + uRCC

12 − − − − − − + − MA-like

Percent pos* 33% 33% 50% 17% 42% 17% 50% 75%

+ present (positive), − absent (negative), uRCC unclassified RCC, MTSC-RCC mucinous tubular and spindle cell renal cell carcinoma, MA
metanephric adenoma.

*Percent positive includes both focal and diffuse positive cases.
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one additional tumor showed an equivocal result (#8); both
however demonstrated convincing IHC reactivity for ALK.
Using NGS, fusion partner gens were identified in all 12
cases, including those with negative or equivocal FISH
result. The fusion partner genes included: STRN (3 cases),
TPM3 (3 cases), EML4 (2 cases), and PLEKHA7, CLIP1,
KIF5B and KIAA1217, each in one case, respectively. Of
these, STRN, TPM3, PLEKHA7, and EML4 have previously
been reported in ALK-RCC, while CLIP1, KIF5B, and
KIAA1217 have not been previously identified in ALK-
RCC (Supplementary Fig. 2a, b). The cases showing an
exclusive metanephric adenoma morphology (#3), and focal
metanephric adenoma-like area (#4), were additionally
tested using the 67 gene panel. No specific mutations,
including BRAF V600 mutations, were found in both cases.
Case #3 revealed only a polysomy of chromosome 17. In
the case with focal metanephric adenoma-like area (#4), no
CNV abnormalities were found.

ALK-RCC with novel gene partners CLIP1, KIF5B, and
KIAA1217

In this study, we identified three novel and previously
undocumented ALK fusion partners, each identified in one
case, respectively: CLIP1 (#1), KIF5B (#2), and KIAA1217
(#9). In this section, we provide additional description of
the morphology and the IHC findings in these three cases.

ALK-RCC with gene partner CLIP1

ALK-RCC with CLIP1 gene fusion partner (#1) was initi-
ally signed-out as “unclassified RCC” due to extreme
morphologic heterogeneity, as shown in Fig. 2. At low
power, it showed different admixed growth patterns
including solid, papillary, trabecular, tubular, and sarco-
matoid. There were focal papillary formations with abun-
dant psammoma bodies and a mucinous background,

Fig. 2 ALK-RCC
demonstrated heterogeneous
morphology (case #1). a Lower
power magnification showed
admixed solid (center), papillary
and trabecular (right), and
sarcomatoid (spindle cell) areas
(lower-left) (×100). b Exuberant
papillary formations and
abundant psammoma bodies
were present focally, resembling
papillary RCC, type 1; note the
mucinous background (×200).
c Other areas showed small
tubules and glands with low-
grade nuclei, set in a fibrous
stroma (×200). d There were
focal sarcomatoid (spindle cell)
areas, with scattered individual
epithelioid cells (×200). e Foci
of atypical rhabdoid and signet-
ring cells were also present
(×600). f ALK immunostaining
highlighted the infiltrating
neoplastic cells, while the
stromal and inflammatory cells
were negative (×200).
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resembling papillary RCC, type 1. Other areas showed
small tubules, glands, and nests with low-grade nuclei, set
in a fibrous stroma. Sarcomatoid (spindle cell) areas were
also present, while other areas showed rhabdoid and signet-
ring cells. These cells had eosinophilic cytoplasm and
exhibited slightly pleomorphic and hyperchromatic nuclei
with frequent intranuclear vacuoles. On IHC, the neoplastic
cells were immunoreactive for: ALK1, pan-keratin, PAX8,
CK7, INI1, GATA3 (rare positive cells); negative stains
included CK20, OCT3/4, TTF1, thyroglobulin, and TFE3.

ALK-RCC with gene partner KIF5B

The ALK-RCC that demonstrated KIF5B-ALK gene fusion
(#2) was initially signed out as “MTSC-RCC” because it
demonstrated morphology that was essentially indis-
tinguishable from this tumor type, as illustrated in Fig. 8.
This case was identified on TMA screening. The IHC

profile of this case was also identical to MTSC-RCC,
showing reactivity for PAX8, CK7, CD10, AMACR, and
vimentin. Unfortunately, it was not possible to additionally
evaluate this case for CNV because the residual specimen
had low DNA concentration.

ALK-RCC with gene partner KIAA1217

A third ALK-RCC (#9) with a novel gene partner
KIAA1217 also showed an unusual morphology with vari-
able admixed growth patterns, including solid, papillary,
irregular tubular, trabecular, cord-like, and discohesive
single cells growth, as illustrated in Fig. 3. A very small
area mimicking MTSC-RCC morphology was also noted in
this case (less than 2 mm in size), as shown in Fig. 3f. There
were geographic areas of coagulative necrosis with
hemorrhage; some neoplastic areas showed marked mono-
nuclear inflammation. The neoplastic cells had voluminous

Fig. 3 ALK-RCC
demonstrated heterogeneous
morphology (case #9). a Low
power demonstrated a
circumscribed tumor. Scattered
psammoma bodies were present
(top), as well as extensive areas
of coagulative necrosis (bottom)
(×100). b At higher power, the
neoplastic cells focally exhibited
irregular tubular, trabecular, and
cord-like growth (×200). c Other
neoplastic areas demonstrated
solid sheath growth, shown here
next to an area of coagulative
necrosis (upper left) (×200). d In
other areas, there were
individual epithelioid and
rhabdoid cells set in a
background of mononuclear
inflammation (×200). e The
neoplastic cells showed focal
nuclear atypia and
multinucleation (×400). f In
contrast, a very small neoplastic
area showed low-grade
morphology, resembling
“mucinous tubular and spindle
cell RCC” (×200).
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Fig. 5 ALK-RCC
demonstrating morphology
resembling a metanephric
adenoma morphology (case
#3). a The tumor was well-
circumscribed, but capsule was
not present (×20). b The tumor
cells were arranged in small
tubules and occasional tubules
were elongated (×40). c The
cells showed scant cytoplasm
and basophilic nuclei (×100).
d ALK immunostaining was
diffusely positive in the
neoplastic cells (×200).

Fig. 4 ALK-RCC
demonstrated heterogeneous
morphology (case #10). a At
low power, a circumscribed, but
non-encapsulated tumor was
seen, showing tubular and
papillary/trabecular growth
(center) (×100). b Areas of
papillary growth are shown at
higher power (×200). c Most of
the tumor was composed of
small tubules and acini (×200).
d Focally, the tubules showed
eosinophilic luminal content
resembling thyroid follicles
(×400). e The neoplastic cells
were diffusely and strongly
immunoreactive for TTF1
(thyroglobulin was negative, not
shown) (×200). f ALK
immunostaining was also
positive in the neoplastic cells
(×200).
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eosinophilic cytoplasm with round to oval, focally pleo-
morphic, and multinucleated nuclei, with prominent
nucleoli. Rhabdoid morphology, intracytoplasmic vacuoles,
psammomatous calcifications, and extracellular mucin were
focally present. IHC evaluation showed that neoplastic cells
were diffusely positive for ALK1, pan-keratin, Cam 5.2,
EMA, PAX-8, vimentin, CK7, and AMACR; there was
focal reactivity for CD10 and CK5/6. INI-1, SDHB, and FH
were all retained. Negative IHC stains included: CA9,
CD117, CK20, cathepsin K, smooth muscle actin, desmin,
TFE3, HMB45, and melan A.

Discussion

ALK-RCC is a novel renal tumor that has been recently
described and it is currently considered an “emerging/pro-
visional” category in the 2016 WHO classification [1]. The

current study contributes 12 ALK-RCC cases to the grow-
ing body of literature on this entity that will hopefully
further solidify the existing data and collected evidence, and
will also provide new insights into this entity.

Based on the limited number of cases that have been
described to date, and the ones included in this study, ALK-
RCC present as solitary tumors, not associated with any
known clinical syndrome or other extra-renal tumors har-
boring ALK rearrangement. In the previously reported
ALK-RCCs, the patients showed a diverse racial back-
ground, including African-American, Caucasian, and Asian;
in this study we also found that Caucasian and Asian
patients can present with this type of tumor. Of note, a
recent study of 1019 renal tumors in adult Polish patients
did not identify a single ALK-RCC [32], highlighting the
rarity of this entity in some ethnic groups.

In the current study, ALK-RCC occurred slightly more
often in females (M:F= 1:1.4), which is somewhat different

Fig. 6 ALK-RCC
demonstrating heterogeneous
morphology in the majority of
tumor (case #4). a Low power
showed a circumscribed tumor
with thick peripheral
pseudocapsule. The tumor
exhibited a tubulocystic and
papillary/trabecular growth
(right), with extensive adjacent
necrosis (left) (×100).
b Tubulocystic areas with
marked mucinous background
are shown at higher power
(×400). Other areas showed
papillary and trabecular growth
(c), solid sheaths (d) and signet-
ring cell areas (e) (c, d ×200;
e ×400). f ALK immunostaining
was positive in the neoplastic
cells (×200).
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from the gender distribution documented in the previously
reported cases that were slightly more common in males
with a M:F= 1.5:1 ratio (based on recent review by Siadat
and Trpkov [25]). ALK-RCCs have been reported in
patients showing a wide age range, including pediatric and
adolescent patients with sickle cell trait, as well as adult
patients, who typically did not harbor a sickle cell trait (see
also Table 1). The ALK-RCCs reported in the pediatric/
adolescent group typically demonstrated a higher degree of
histomorphologic coherence, resembling medullary renal
carcinoma and showed either VCL or TPM3 as ALK gene
partners [6, 7, 11, 13, 15]. On the other hand, a more het-
erogeneous and diverse morphologic spectrum has been

documented in adult and older patients harboring ALK-
RCC, accompanied by several different ALK fusion part-
ners. The current study included exclusively adult patients
and confirmed the general theme of a broad morphologic
diversity observed in adult ALK-RCC, as well as the
involvement of several known ALK partner genes, such as
STRN, TPM3, and EML4.

Although the clinical behavior of ALK-RCC has not
been fully established, it is evident from the reported cases
with available follow-up that they may exhibit aggressive
behavior, including metastatic disease in 27% (6/22) and
death in 14% (3/22) of patients (based on previously pub-
lished cases listed in Table 1) [9, 15, 16, 22, 23]. In this

Fig. 7 ALK-RCC also
demonstrated focal
metanephric adenoma
morphology (5 mm area at the
periphery), in addition to the
heterogeneous morphology
illustrated in Fig. 8 (case #4).
a–b The area resembling
metanephric adenoma was found
separated from the remaining
neoplasm by a sclerotic area
containing numerous
psammoma bodies; rare mucin-
containing tubules and cysts can
be seen in the sclerotic area (a,
bottom) (a, ×100; b, ×200).
c ALK immunostaining was
positive in the neoplastic cells
(×200). d WT1 was also
coexpressed in the neoplastic
cells of the metanephric
adenoma area (×200).

Fig. 8 ALK-RCC
demonstrating morphology
resembling mucinous tubular
and spindle cell RCC (MTSC
RCC) (case #2). a On low-
power view, fascicles of
neoplastic cells are clearly
visible (×20). b Neoplastic cells
are arranged in pseudotubular
structures that showed focal
spindle cells proliferation
(×100). c On high-power, the
spindle cells were low-grade and
lacked sarcomatoid features
(×200). d ALK staining was
variably positive in the
neoplastic cells (×100).
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study, only 1/9 (11%) patients with available follow-up
developed a metastatic disease, but no deaths of disease
were documented, which further confirms their malignant
potential, even when they are of relatively small size.
However, the available patient follow-up of all published
ALK-RCC cases so far (including those from the current
study), was relatively limited: 77% (24/31) had a follow-up
of ≤24 months.

In the previous reports, ALK-RCC were generally cir-
cumscribed tumors, showing solid or solid and focally
cystic appearances, with either tan-gray or variegated cut
surface, ranging in size from 3 to 7 cm. We observed similar
gross features and 11/12 tumors were well-circumscribed,
often with a peripheral pseudocapsule that varied in thick-
ness. In the current study, the tumor size was below 5 cm in
11/12 cases. The ALK-RCC cases reported herein were
typically centered in the cortex, in contrast to the previously

reported pediatric cases with VCL-ALK fusion that were
typically centered in the medulla or in the renal pelvis.

On histology, we found that ALK-RCCs indeed
demonstrated variable and diverse architectural and cellular
morphologies, which may pose diagnostic difficulties
resulting in labeling these cases as “unclassified RCCs” at
the time of the initial sign-out. As documented previously,
multiple growth patterns were typically found in a single
case, such as papillary (or pseudopapillary), solid, tubular,
tubulo-cystic, cribriform, trabecular, signet-ring, and indi-
vidual cell growth. The presence of interstitial mucin or
intracytoplasmic mucin was a frequent feature on micro-
scopy, confirming the previous observations that this may
represent a helpful clue for the diagnosis [8, 16, 19]. The
cells typically demonstrated an eosinophilic cytoplasm and
variable morphologies, often including rhabdoid, vacuo-
lated, pleomorphic, and even small cell with basophilic
scanty cytoplasm, as seen in metanephric adenoma. Scat-
tered psammoma bodies were frequently seen, along with
coagulative necrosis, as previously reported [9, 16]. The
previously reported pediatric ALK-RCC cases with
VCL–ALK and TPM3–ALK fusions showed some morpho-
logic similarities to adult renal medullary carcinoma and
collecting duct carcinoma, but we did not have any such
cases in this study [6, 7, 11, 13, 15].

All patients with ALK-RCC in this study showed diffuse
cytoplasmic and membranous ALK protein expression by
IHC, which was essential to identify these cases. Of note,
using FISH, 9/11 cases showed an ALK split signal in more
than 50% of the evaluated tumor cells; this technique,
however, failed to identify a signal in one ALK-RCC (#7),
while in another one (#8), the result was equivocal. The
discrepancy between the IHC and FISH highlights the
necessity to pursue further molecular testing in cases where
high degree of suspicion persists, when the FISH result is
negative or equivocal.

Table 4 Immunohistochemical findings in ALK-RCC.

Case No. ALK PAX8 CK7 CK20 GATA3 TTF1 INI1 TFE3 Vimentin

1 +++ +++ +++ − F+ − +++ − NP

2 +++ +++ ++ − − − +++ − ++

3 +++ +++ F+ − − − +++ − −

4 +++ +++ +++ − − +++ +++ − +++

5 +++ +++ +++ − − − +++ − +++

6 +++ +++ +++ − − − +++ NP +++

7 +++ +++ +++ − − F+++ +++ − +++

8 +++ +++ +++ − − − +++ − +++

9 +++ +++ +++ − NP − +++ NP NP

10 +++ +++ +++ − − +++ +++ − +++

11 +++ +++ NP NP NP NP NP + +++

12 +++ +++ +++ − − − − − +++

+ weak, ++ moderate, +++ strong, − negative, F focally, NP not performed.

Table 5 Summary of molecular genetic findings in ALK-RCC.

Case No. ALK-FISH (%) Fusion partner

1 53.5 CLIP1

2 50 KIF5B

3 53.6 STRN

4 91.5 STRN

5 72.4 TPM3

6 NP EML4

7 0 STRN

8 equivocal TPM3

9 87.9 KIAA1217

10 66 EML4

11 50.8 TPM3

12 88 PLEKHA7

FISH fluorescence in situ hybridization, NP not performed.
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We have also confirmed that ALK-RCC, in addition to
the ALK expression by IHC, usually shows a nonspecific
immunoprofile that includes reactivity for PAX8, CK7,
vimentin, and INI1; other studies have also documented
reactivity for 34βE12 and AMACR [11]. Negative markers
in the current study included CK20 and GATA3. Other
studies showed lack of expression for melan A, S100,
HMB45, and cathepsin K in ALK-RCC [16]. Immunor-
eactivity for TFE3 has been reported previously in some
pediatric cases, but without a genuine TFE3-rearrangement
by FISH [11, 13, 15, 18], and it has been recently reported
in one adult patient with ALK-RCC showing TPM3-ALK
fusion [19]. In this study, we also found a TFE3 IHC
reactivity in 1/10 cases (#11), in a 38 year-old male, with
TPM3-ALK fusion, but TFE3 gene rearrangement by FISH
was also not identified. We also identified TTF1 reactivity
in 3/11 cases, 2 of which demonstrated ALK-STRN gene
fusion (#4 and #7), and one (#10) showed ALK-EML4
fusion. The presence of thyroid primary has been ruled out
in the cases with TTF1 reactivity, to completely rule out the
possibility of metastatic disease. Interestingly, TTF1 reac-
tivity by IHC has also been previously reported in 2 cases
with ALK-STRN fusion [16].

Previous studies of ALK-RCC have identified five dif-
ferent ALK fusion gene partners, including VCL, TPM3,
EML4, STRN, and HOOK1 [6–8, 11, 13–16, 19–23]. In the
current study, we also found three of these genes to partner
with ALK in 8/11 cases: STRN (3), TPM3 (3), and EML4
(2). A novel ALK gene partner PLEKHA7 has also been
most recently documented in a case report (#12) [28].
PLEKHA7 represents a pleckstrin homology domain con-
taining A7 gene that is located on chromosome 11p15 and
encodes for a specific adherens junction protein [33]. In the
current study, we also expand the list of ALK partner genes
by identifying three novels, previously undocumented
fusion partners, each identified in one case, respectively:
CLIP1 (#1), KIF5B (#2), and KIAA1217 (#9), all repre-
senting protein coding genes. CLIP1 promotes microtubule
growth and microtubule bundling and links cytoplasmic
vesicles to microtubules and thereby plays an important role
in intracellular vesicle trafficking [34]. KIF5B gene is so-
called ‘microtubule-dependent motor’ required for normal
distribution of mitochondria and lysosomes [35]. KIAA1217
is required for normal development of intervertebral disks
[36]. Of note, CLIP1-ALK fusion has been previously
identified in Spitz tumor and lung carcinoma [37, 38].
KIF5B-ALK fusion has been described in lung carcinoma
and inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor [39]. To our
knowledge, KIAA1217-ALK fusion has not been reported
previously, but KIAA1217-RET fusion has been identified in
lung adenocarcinoma [40].

Targeted therapies, such as ALK inhibitors alectinib and
crizotinib have been used in other, nonrenal tumors

demonstrating ALK rearrangement, raising the possibility of
their effectiveness in patients with ALK-RCC. Pal et al.
recently reported on three patients with “metastatic ALK-
rearranged papillary RCC” demonstrating ALK fusion (all
with EML4-ALK fusion), treated with alectinib, all showing
a profound short term clinical and radiographic response to
the treatment [23]. In another 22 year-old patient with ALK-
RCC with VCL-ALK fusion, a treatment with Entrectinib
resulted in a measurable response over a 19 month
period [26].

A novel aspect of this study also represents identification
of 2 ALK-RCCs with features virtually identical to meta-
nephric adenoma, either exclusively (#3; illustrated in
Fig. 5) or focally (#4; illustrated in Fig. 7). Both tumors
were ALK positive by IHC and FISH, and both showed an
ALK-STRN rearrangement confirmed by NGS. We were
able to also analyze for CNV in cases #3 and #4. In case #3
only a polysomy of chromosome 17 was found, but chro-
mosome 7 was diploid; case #4 showed no abnormal CNV.
Another previously unreported finding represents an iden-
tification of ALK-RCC with morphology resembling MTSC
RCC (#2; illustrated in Fig. 8). This case showed a pre-
viously unreported gene partner KIF5B. Interestingly,
another ALK-RCC case also showed a very limited MTSC
RCC-like area, in addition to the heterogeneous morphol-
ogy in the remaining tumor, and with a different partner
gene KIAA1217 (#9, illustrated in Fig. 3f). Because meta-
nephric adenoma-like and MTSC RCC-like morphologies
were not previously reported in ALK-RCC, it is important
to be aware of the expanding morphologic spectrum of
ALK-RCC, particularly when working-up these types of
tumors that are encountered more commonly in practice.
We have undertaken an additional systematic evaluation for
ALK by IHC of 49 metanephric adenomas and 202 MTSC
RCCs from our files and have not identified any additional
ALK-RCC cases with these types of morphologies. There-
fore, we can confirm that these ALK-RCC morphotypes are
indeed very rare. The clinical behavior of such renal tumors
with previously unreported morphologies and confirmed
ALK rearrangement is uncertain, but given their rarity, we
would still maintain the designation “RCC” till more cases
are identified. Although a frequent BRAF mutation has been
recently reported in metanephric adenoma [41, 42], we did
not detect a BRAF V600E or other mutations using NGS in
cases #3 and #4, that resembled metanephric adenoma
either completely or focally.

From a practical diagnostic perspective, the presence of
variable and heterogeneous histologic patterns (typically,
papillary + other patterns) encountered in a single case, is
somewhat reminiscent of the “pattern multiplicity” seen, for
example in FH deficient RCC, clear cell RCC, or MiTF
RCC [43, 44]. Therefore, we would recommend a diag-
nostic consideration of ALK-RCC with IHC screening for
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ALK in all “difficult to classify” renal tumors showing
variable admixed patterns, unusual morphologies, and a
mucinous component (intracellular or interstitial). Of note,
the presence of mucin has also been described in other ALK
rearranged (ALK positive) tumors in different anatomic
locations, for example in lung carcinomas, demonstrating
either mucinous cribriform pattern or signet-ring cell pat-
tern. [45, 46].

The differential diagnosis of ALK-RCC is broad,
because the heterogeneous and diverse morphologies seen
in ALK-RCC may mimic other renal entities, such as renal
medullary carcinoma (in children and adolescents), col-
lecting duct carcinoma, papillary RCC, MiTF RCC (TFE3
and TFEB), “rhabdoid” RCC (or clear cell with rhabdoid
features), metanephric adenoma, MTSC RCC, and thyroid-
like follicular RCC.

In conclusion, in this retrospective, multi-institutional
study, the largest reported to date, we described a cohort of
12 adults ALK-RCC. We confirmed that ALK-RCC
represents a genetically distinct, but histologically hetero-
geneous group of renal neoplasms, characterized by diverse
growth patterns and varied morphologies, set in a mucinous
background. We also expand the morphologic spectrum of
ALK-RCC by identifying novel morphologies resembling
metanephric adenoma and MTSC RCC, previously not
reported in this entity. ALK positivity, documented by IHC,
and ALK rearrangement established by FISH, are the key
elements in establishing the diagnosis. We were able to
identify specific gene partners in all ALK-RCCs in this
study, and in addition to the previously reported genes
STRN, TPM3, EML4, and PLEKHA7, we also identified
three previously unreported fusion partners CLIP1, KIF5B,
and KIAA1217. We hope that further recognition of addi-
tional examples of these rare renal neoplasms will con-
tribute toward their full characterization, and hopefully to
their formal recognition in the future classifications of
kidney tumors. It is also of utmost importance to establish
their long-term clinical behavior, to potentially identify
patients with ALK-RCC who may benefit from targeted
therapies.
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